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Editor’s Note

In this week’s Market BUZZ, we celebrate Athol Fugard and look at the exciting
Athol@86 season which will feature The Train Driver and Nongogo, while also
wishing bon voyage to the head of the Market Photo Workshop
- Zama Sweetness Buthelezi (Brand and Communications Manager)

A

thol Fugard is one of the world’s most
celebrated and prolific playwrights.
Several of his plays have been staged
at the Market Theatre. As he turns
86 this year, the Market Theatre’s artistic director,
James Ngcobo, will celebrate this renown
playwright in the Athol@86 season comprising of
The Train Driver and the Nongogo. In this issue
of BUZZ, readers can find out more about this
special season.
The Market Theatre Foundation also wishes
bon voyage to the head of the Market Photo

Workshop as he embarks on a short trip to
participate as a reviewer in the 6th Annual New
York Portfolio Review, by The New York Times Lens
Blog, the City University of New York Graduate
School of Journalism and United Photo Industries.
The review takes place on Saturday April 21 and
Sunday the 22 April 2018.
Enjoy this week’s edition of BUZZ as we share
wih you what’s going on and what’s hot!
Enjoy this week’s edition of BUZZ.
16 April - 22 April 2018
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Athol@86: A celebration of a
Prolific and Often Produced
Playwright

The Market Theatre celebrates the iconic work of Athol Fugard in Athol@86, a
season dedicated to Athol Fugard
- Ismail Mahomed
- Photo: 78 The Shadow Of The Hummingbird - Jul 2014
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T

he Market Theatre will present
Nongogo and one Fugard’s later
plays, The Train Driver (2009), in
Athol@86, a season that celebrates
the iconic dramatist’s work as he turns 86 this
year.

and Other Stories, yet it was only a while later
that it was conceptualized into a play.
In Fugard’s imaginary play inspired by the
horrific event, a tormented train driver is
compelled to visit a makeshift graveyard in the
middle of nowhere, determined to find the
unmarked grave of the woman he unintentionally
killed. The Train Driver directed by Charmaine
Weir Smith will star award winning actor and
Fugard’s long-time friend John Kani alongside
Dawid Minaar. The Train Driver will run from 4
May to 3 June 2018.

For over half a century the internationally
celebrated playwright Athol Fugard created
iconic South African plays featuring home
grown narratives. Despite South African
drama’s vulnerability to censorship before
1994, he produced plays
defiantly indicting the country’s
“For
over
half
apartheid’s policy. His work post1994, has been mostly reflective a
century
the
and often more personal than
internationally
political.

Fugard’s
sobering
yet
entertaining play, Nongogo,
about a 1950s shebeen, in
which society’s misfits drink to
celebrated playwright remember and drink to forget
Now resident in the USA, Athol Fugard created will be directed by James
the giant wordsmith from the
Ngcobo.
The
production
iconic
South
African
city of Port Elizabeth moved to
delivering a delightful and
Johannesburg in 1958, where plays featuring home captivating piece that is rich and
he worked as a clerk in a Native grown narratives. ” rife with unfulfilled hopes, dark
Commissioners’ Court. It was
secrets, jealousy and with flaring
in Johannesburg that Fugard
tempers, grim chuckles and
organised, wrote and produced his early plays,
wistful longings will feature a star-studded cast of
No Good Friday (1958) and Nongogo (1959).
Vusi Kune, Zikhona Sodlaka, Bongani Gumede,
Zenzo Ngqobe and Peter Mashigo. Nongogo
The Athol@86 season will kick off with The
will be at the Market Theatre from 15 June to 15
Train Driver, a haunting mesmerizing and deeply
July 2018.
personal journey into the human soul. The play
was inspired by the true event of Pumla Lolwana
The Market Theatre’s Athol@86 season
who, in December 2000, pulled her three
comprising of two of the playwright’s richly human
children close to her body and stepped in front of
plays that challenge his audience to confront and
a train on the railway tracks between Philippi and
address social injustice will articulate why Athol
Nyanga on the Cape Flats. The horrific situation
Fugard remains one of the world’s most prolific
was first captured in Fugard’s notebook, Karoo
and often produced playwrights.

16 April - 22 April 2018
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Athol Fugard a Man With
Many Talents
From Boesman and Lena to Tsotsi, Athol Fugard has left an everlasting mark on
stages and screens in South Africa and abroad

A

- Ismail Mahomed & Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
- Photo: 79 The Shadow Of The Hummingbird - Jul 2014

thol Fugard was born in 1932
in Middelburg in the Karoo. An
internationally acclaimed playwright
director and occasional actor, for
over half a century he has written almost forty
soul-searing plays with roles for all South Africans
which have moved audiences in South Africa
and around the world to laughter and tears as
they reflected the inhumanity of apartheid.

His plays include Blood Knot, Boesman and
Lena, Master Harold and the Boys, The Train
Driver, The Blue Iris and The Shadow of the
Hummingbird. Many of his works have been
turned into films with director Gavin Hood’s
Tsotsi, based on his 1980 short story of the same
name, won the 2005 Academy Award for Best
Foreign Language Film – South Africa’s first
Academy award in this category.

Fugard’s plays champion truth and a
fundamental universal humanity. In 2011 he
received the ultimate recognition from the
world’s most prestigious theatre community – a
Tony Award for Lifetime Achievement in Theatre.
He is also the author of four books and several
screenplays.

Fugard’s work spans the period of apartheid
in South Africa, through the first democratic
elections, to Nelson Mandela’s presidency and
into present-day, post-apartheid South Africa.

10
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Meet the Award Winning
Creative Team for
The Train Driver
A look at the incredibly succesful careers of Charmaine Weir-Smith, John Kani
and Dawid Minnaar
- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
- Brett Rubin

Charmaine Weir-Smith: Director
Charmaine is an award-winning actress,
director and writer. She has performed in and
directed over 40 theatre productions. Charmaine
spent the early years of her career with the Natal
Playhouse Company, where she performed a
variety of coveted roles from Ophelia in Hamlet
- Vita Award for Best Supporting Actress, Daisy
in The Young Visitors – Vita Nomination for Best
Actress, Agnes in Agnes of God, Kitty in Charlie’s
Aunt, and Em in Story of an African Farm.
In Johannesburg, Charmaine performed in
The Theatre on the Square Production 2 4 The
Price of 1 - Naledi Award for Best Actress in a
Comedy and Pregnant Pause – Naledi Award
Nomination for Best Actress and Best New SA
Play. Rachel in Rosalind Butler’s An Unromantic
Comedy.
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Charmaine’s directing credits include: The Vita
nominated musical I Love you, You’re Perfect,
Now Change, Annie – Vita Award for Best
Musical Production, Sic, Big Band Blast – Naledi
Award for Best Musical, Captain Entertainment
– Naledi Award Best Revue, Paul Slabolepszy’s
Freak Country, Tale of the Allergists Wife and
Glorious all for The Theatre on the Square.
Charmaine is a well-known television actress
playing a variety of roles in Binnelanders, Isidingo
and most recently in Scandal. Her latest film
credits include: Netflix’s Jadotville and Fig Jam’s
The Jakes Are Missing.
For The Market Theatre, Charmaine has just
completed a successful run of Paul Slabolepszy’s
Suddenly the Storm for which she was nominated
for a Naledi Award and a Fleur du Cap award.

John Kani: Actor
Actor, director and playwright John Kani’s
career spans over decades. Highlights of his
acting career at the Market Theatre include: The
Blood Knot, Driving Miss Daisy, The Native Who
Caused All The Trouble, The Lion and the Lamb,
Sizwe Bansi Is Dead, The Island, Waiting for
Godot, The Death of Bessie Smith, Playland, Duet
For One, My Children My Africa (which won him
an AA life Vita Award in 1990 for his role as Mr. M.),
Hedda Gabler, Dance of Death, Nothing but the
Truth, Missing and the Shakespeare compilation,
Ladies And Gentlemen, Shakespeare I.
John Kani also co-wrote plays with Athol
Fugard and Winston Ntshona. He won the
1974/75 Tony Award on Broadway for Best
Actor for his performance in The Island. He has
worked with Athol Fugard since 1965 when he
joined the Serpent players.
His London productions include Siswe Bansi
is Dead, The Island (which won him an Evening
Standard Award nomination), Waiting for Godot
at the Old Vic, Master Harold and the Boys, and
at the Royal National Theatre My Children My
Africa (which won him an Olivier Award) and
Playland at the Donmar Warehouse in the West
End.
John Kani’s film credits include The Wild
Geese, The Grass is Singing, Marigolds in
August, Victims of Apartheid, An African
Dream, Option, A Dry White Season, Sarafina
and Saturday Night at the Palace (for which he
won a Taormina Golden Award at the Milan
International Festival), Kini and Adams, Ghost
and the Darkness with Michael Douglas and Val
Kilmer, Tichbourne Claimant with Robert Pugh
and Sir John Gielgud, The Final Solution, The
White Lion, The End End Game, Coriolanus,
How to Steal Two Million, Captain America: Civil

Dawid Minnaar: Actor
After completing his studies at the Universities
of Stellenbosch and Cape Town respectively,
Dawid Minnaar has worked extensively on
stage and in television and film in South
Africa. He also toured internationally with the
William Kentridge/ Handspring Puppet Theater
productions - Faustus in Africa, Ubu and the
Truth Commission and The Confessions of Zeno.

War and The Black Panther.
At the Market Theatre John Kani has directed
Matsamela Manaka’s Goree and Blues Africa
Café by, Kessie Govender’s Kagoos and Jeff
Stetson’s The Meeting.
He has also directed several commercials of
which one recently won an M-Net Plum Award
and another a CLIO award in New York. John
has also recently been awarded the Avante Hall
of Fame award from the South African Film,
Television and Advertising Industry.
On 23 January 2000 he was awarded the
Hiroshima Foundation Award for Peace in
Stockholm. In July 2000, he was awarded
The African Renaissance Merit Award for his
contribution to the development of African Film
Industry by The South African Film and Television
Industry.
In 2005 John received the Order Of
Ikhamanga from the President of the Republic of
South Africa , Mr Thabo Mbeki, recognizing his
contribution in the struggle for the liberation of
his country through his work in the arts especially
his contribution to a free, non racial non sexist
and democratic South Africa. Subsequently
John was appointed by the President to serve
on the Presidential Advisory Council of National
Orders and Awards
John Kani is the Special Ambassador of
the Market Theatre, a Trustee of the Market
Theatre Foundation and an Honorary Patron of
the Market Theatre. John Kani is also Chairman
of the Apartheid Museum.
On Saturday 14 April 2018, he was awarded
the Kennedy Centre’s Gold Medal for his
contribution to the Arts.

His work for the Market Theatre includes - The
Dybbuk and Flight (directed by Barney Simon),
Diepe Grond and Nag Generaal (directed by
Lucille Gillwald), In a different Light (directed
by Lindsay Reardon), Super Heroes, Hysteria,
Scenes from an Execution and Kafka Dances
(directed by Claire Stopforvd), Speed the Plow
(directed by Malcolm Purkey), Guga Mzimba
(directed by Fiona Ramsey) and Prophet of the
Waterberg (directed by Nicky Rebelo).
16 April - 22 April 2018
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Gold Medal for John Kani
and other Legends
Celebrated South African actor, writer and director has added one more prestigious
award to his string of accolades

O

- Ismail Mahomed

n Saturday 24 April at the Zeitz
MOCAA Museum in Cape Town,
the Kennedy Centre (US) presented
a Gold Medal to John Kani for
his outstanding contriution to the arts and also
recognising the formidable role that he has
played as a cultural icon for engaging the arts to
promote peace.

in representations to funders when promoting
the Market Theatre’s outreach and development
initiatives. John Kani is a founder of the Market
Theatre Laboratory. Each year, he attends
the Market Theatre Laboratory’s graduation
ceremony to inspire the young graduates as
they make their way into the professional theatre
industry.

“We live in a world where political leaders
throw bombs on children and not on the enemy;
and this makes our work as artists so much
more important because we have to humanize
our societies”, said John Kani in his acceptance
speech which received a rapturous applause
from the audience.

“One of the most outstanding things about
John Kani is his undying passion for the theatre
and he has spent the greater part of his life
promoting it at home and abroad through his
much acclaimed work as an actor, writer and
director. One of John’s special passions has
been the Market Theatre to which its continued
success he has given his wholehearted support
and it has been my privilege to be closely
associated with him over many years.”, said
Penny Morris who has worked with John Kani for
more than two decades.

Market Theatre Foundation CEO, Ismail
Mahomed and the Market Theatre Foundation’s
Fundraiser and Stakeholder Relations Manager,
Penny Morris were in attendance at the gala
awards event.
“Dr John Kani is more than just a passionate
ambassador for the Market Theatre Foundation.
He is an icon who represents the national spirit
of what the arts represent in South Africa – a
medium of dialogue, change, conflict resolution
and a plarfom for negotiating change and
re-envisioning our futures. He inspires hope”,
said Ismail Mahomed.
Penny Morris has worked with John Kani for
more than two decades particularly in joining her
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Other artists who were also awarded the
Kennedy Centre Gold Medal on Saturday 14
April are Sibongile Khumalo, McCoy Mrubata,
Gcina Mhlope and the Handspring Theatre
Company’s Basil Jones and Adrian Kohler.
“We honour and celebrate these remarkable
gold winners. All of them have been associated
with the Market Theatre in some way through
theit illustrious careers”, said Ismail Mahomed.

Top: Market Theatre Foundation CEO, Ismail Mahomed and John Kani
Bottom: Market Theatre Foundation CEO, Ismail Mahomed and Sibongile Khumalo

16 April - 22 April 2018
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Working Behind the Scenes
on the Final Farewells of the
Mandela Legends
The Market Theatre Foundation’s Audience Engagement Strategist, Yusrah Bardien
reports from behind the scenes at the Mandela funerals

T

here are few South African arts
administrators who can claim to have
worked behind the scenes of the
funerals of two of South Africa’s most
legendary political leaders, Nelson Mandela
and Winnie Madikizela-Mandela. The Market
Theatre Foundation’s Audience Engagement
Strategist, Yusrah Bardien, has worked behind
the scenes on both funerals.

16
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- Ismail Mahomed

“It has been a real honour to serve these two
South African legends one last time before they
were finally laid to rest. I feel incredibly proud
to have been able to serve South Africa in this
humble and significant way. Thank you to the
artistic director Bongani Tembe and manager
Magdalene Reddy for giving me these incredible
opportunities.”, said Yusrah Bardien.

16 April - 22 April 2018
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International Partnership
Leading the Photographic
World
The Market Photo Workshop’s Head, Lekgotho Makola set to travel to New York to
participate as a reviewer in the 6th Annual New York Portfolio Review
- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu & Lekgetho Makola
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L

ekgetho Makola, the Head of Market
Photo Workshop, will travel this week
to New York to participate as a reviewer
in the 6th Annual New York Portfolio
Review, by The New York Times Lens Blog, the
City University of New York Graduate School of
Journalism and United Photo Industries.

The conversation will focus on the role of
photography, art, and media in constructing
personal and historical memory, and shaping
contemporary culture in the context of South
Africa.

Lekgetho will also visit a number of likeminded photography institutions and spaces
During his visit, Lekgetho will also participate
such as International Centre for Photography,
in
a
special
day-long
Bronx Documentary Centre,
seminar titled It’s On All of
Howard University School of
“Given
changes
in
Us: Focusing on Action on
Communications and African
demographics
and
Diversity and Representation in
American Photography and
Photojournalism.
technology, as well as Archives collective lead by
Marilyn Nance, all these
the
continuing
debate
“Given
changes
in
for image content, skills,
over
who
gets
to
tell
demographics and technology,
photo
projects
exchange
as well as the continuing debate stories of overlooked opportunities.
over who gets to tell stories or
stereotyped “TheMarketPhotoWorkshop
of overlooked or stereotyped
communities, this is a chance communities, this is a hopes that through these
to go beyond the usual talk chance to go beyond activities, its international status
and hand-wringing and provide the usual talk and and the critical contribution is
a forum for photo editors to
has had over the years would
h
and
w
r
i
ng
i
ng
.
.
.”
discuss and – more importantly
be enhanced further to inspire
- Lekgetho Makola its role within the continents and
– devise strategies for better
visual journalism, more accurate
local communities and artistic
representation and to increase diversity among
spaces”, says Lekgetho Makola.
the photographers that are assigned by major
global media institutions”, says Makola
Lekgeto’s participation in the tour is funded by
the Open Society Foundation and with partial
The Open Society Foundation’s New York office
support from the US Embassy in South Africa.
has also organized an in-conversation session
The Open Society Foundations through its
between Lekgetho Makola, photographer
South Africa office has been a dedicated funder
Lebogang Kganye and the founder of Africa is a
and supporter of the Market Photo Workshop
Country, Sean Jacobs.
for a decade.

16 April - 22 April 2018
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Market Theatre Laboratory
Spreads Wings in
Mpumalanga
Market Theatre Laboratory expands its boundaries and offers a new 12 week
short course in acting in Nelspruit (Mpumalanga)
- Clara Vaughan

F

-Top Left: 1st Year Graduation 2017 picture by Madoda Mkhobeni (2); Top Right: Ecountering The Other. picture by Scott Akoz
- Bottom Left: 21 Wandah! picture by Craig Chitima (2); Bottom Right: Encountering The Other. picture by Scott Akoz

ollowing the huge success of the
Market Photo Workshop’s short
courses in photography at the Sibikwa
Arts Centre in Benoni, the Market
Theatre Laboratory is now spreading its wings
and will offer a part-time 12 week short course
in Nelspruit (Mpumalanga) as an entry point into
the performing arts for aspiring actors with little
training or minimal experience.
The course will provide a comprehensive
foundation in the basic skills and techniques
of acting, introducing by a new concept each
week. The 12th and final class will be a showcase

20
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of some of the work achieved during the course,
giving the students the opportunity to perform
and get feedback on their progress. Students
will be awarded a certificate confirming that they
have successfully completed the Market Theatre
Laboratory’s short course.
The course will take place from 12 May to
28 July. The course fee is R2000. Application
forms are available at the Reception Desk in
Market Square or can be downloaded from the
following link. http://www.marketlab.co.za/parttime acting classes/

16 April - 22 April 2018
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At the Exclusive Books
Pan-African Reading Room …
The Exclusive Books Pan-African Reading Room, based at the Windybrow Arts
Centre, offers an interesting collection of literature written by authors from the
African diaspora. The Exclusive Books Reading Room is open to the public every
weekday from 10:00 to 16:00.
Each week in BUZZ, we feature an exciting collection of books from the
Exclusive Books Pan-African Reading Room at the Windybrow Arts Centre to
continue to enrich your cultural experiences at the Market Theatre Foundation.
In honour of the president of the Republic of Congo Denis Sassou Nguesso, and
Namibian president Hage Geingob who spoke at the Special Official Funeral
of Winnie Madikizela-Mandela, the mother of South Africa’s struggle against
apartheid, this week BUZZ focuses on books from their countries, as well as
Mandla Langa’s The Texture of Shadows which was described by the Mail and
Guardian as “Moving and memorable,” in its telling of South Africa’s freedom
struggle.
- Yusrah Bardien

22
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The Seven Solitudes of Lorsa Lopez
Sony Labóu Tansi (Congo)

History has been silenced in a modern African state- only the
voices of the dead cry out for justice. The cry is answered by the
Woman of Brionze, determined to act against political and moral
corruption of male-dominated society. The author is a prizewinning novelist, playwright and poet.

The Purple Violet of Oshaantu
Neshani Andreas (Namibia)

In this ambitions first novel, a Namimbian woman refuses
to mourn her husband’s death. The story exposes the innate
patriarchal violence and injustices of traditional Namibian beliefs,
and points to female friendships as a remedy.

The Texture of Shadows
Mandla Langa (South Africa)

Mandla Langa is an esteemed poet, short story writer and
novelist. Here he tackles the South African freedom struggle with
a clear eye, stripping it of sentiment and idealism and focusing on
the real lives of Umkhonto we Sizwe soldiers.

16 April - 22 April 2018
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Market Theatre Tours
More information on Busi Letwaba’s tours through the multi-award winning
Market Theatre and its spaces

C

CN Travel listed the Market Theatre
as one of Johannesburg’s “must
visit” sites. In 2017, the South
African Theatre Magazine, SATMag
acclaimed the Market Theatre as South Africa’s
Theatre of the Year.
With more than 300 awards and 2 human
rights awards, the Market Theatre is celebratory
about its past, anchored to the present an
visionary about its future. A visit to Johannesburg
is incomplete without visiting the historical
institution.
From its founding on 18 June 1976 by the
visionary Mannie Mannim and Barney Simon, the
Market Theatre became known internationally
as South Africa’s theatre of struggle. Today, it
continues to celebrate that legacy and yet at
the same time, it presents work that is socially
relevant, deeply engaging, hugely entertaining
and without ever compromising its high artistic
standards.

24
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- Busi Letwaba

Every Wednesday the Market Theatre
gives arts enthusiasts and drama students an
opportunity to peek behind the scenes and
to learn more about the rich history of the
building. The tour also introduces visitors to the
newly built Market Square which was officially
inaugurated by the Minister of Arts & Culture,
Mr. Nathi Mthethwa, on the 28 March 2018. The
Market Square is a campus for students at the
Market Theatre Laboratory and the Market Photo
Workshop. It also houses the Market Theatre
Foundation’s administration offices.
To book for an exclusive tour email
Busil@markettheatre.co.za
Tel: 011 832 1641
Tours date: Every Wednesday
Time: 11:00- 12:30
Price: R20 per person.

16 April - 22 April 2018
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Sibikwa Total Photography
Training Project 2018 Public
Showcase
Looking back at the Sibikwa Total Photography Training Project and the
upcoming showcase
- Khona Dlamini
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T

he Sibikwa Arts Centre and the
Market Photo Workshop’s Total
Photography Training Project 2018
which offered a 10-week introduction
to photography course will culminate in an
exhibition of photographs by its 8 participants.
The course focusing on basic
visual literacy skills of digital
trained the participants to
conceptualise and develop their
own photography projects,
stories and voice around their
communities.
Sibikwa Arts Centre Artistic
Director, Phyllis Klotz said, “We
are broadening the scope
of the Sibikwa Arts Centre
and encouraging a diverse
range of people to participate
in the Centres’ activities.
The photography course is
important for young people
who participated in it as it has
the ability to set the participants
on a career path in photography
provided they are committed,
work hard and are tenacious.”

will help us to run businesses like documenting
events and performances. Individually, the
project helped me to recognise other useful
skills for the photography and events industry
like coordination, planning and management.”

The Market Photo Workshop trainers and
technical and
alumni, Thandile Zwelibanzi, Mpho Khwezi and
photography
Madoda Mkhobeni, were assigned different
responsibilities in delivering
“This
training the course content. The
project really became training team also mentored
providing guidance on the
a life lesson when the by
participants’ projects.

trainers walked in and
challenged the way
in which we viewed
photography. It became
not so much about
the participants, but
about understanding
photography
techniques, conduct,
subjects, storytelling,
and
the
overall
commitment to this
craft as a tool for one
to be relevant and
informative to society”

Over the past few weeks,
the participants were finalising
their photography portfolio.
The emphasis of the course was
placed on photographing live
performances. This training project specifically
targeted “out-of-school-out-of-work” youth
between the ages of 18 and 26.

Mandisa Mankanku, a participant in the project
commented, “The photography training project
helped the other participants and I identify a
career in photography. We learnt skills, which

“This training project really
became a life lesson when
the trainers walked in and
challenged the way in which
we viewed photography. It
became not so much about
the participants, but about
understanding
photography
techniques, conduct, subjects,
storytelling, and the overall
commitment to this craft as
a tool for one to be relevant
and informative to society. This
made the project a valuable
life lesson. I also know “my
eyes have changed” in that
I’m unconsciously composing
- Lelo Nokwa images through shapes, colours
and shadows everywhere I go.
It’s become insane,” said Lelo
Nokwa one of the project participants.
The 8 photographers who completed the
project are Dumisane Khumalo, Lelo Nokwa,
Mandisa Mankanku, Msizi Nkosi, Ntokozo
Mpanza, Thando Ngidi, Zandile Ndlovu and
Zolani Thombeni.
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Archiving the Market
Theatre
In the weekly series Archiving the Market Theatre BUZZ invites our artists,
patrons and supporters to tell us what the Market Theatre means to them.
This week, Archiving the Market Theatre calls on Phyllis Klotz Co - Founder of
Sibikwa Arts Centre to share his memories and thoughts about working at the
Market Theatre.
Share your memories about the Market Theatre and have your story
memorialised in our archive. Send your story not exceeding more than 400
words to lusandaz@markettheatre.co.za
30
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“W

athint’
AbafaziWathint’
Imbokotho,
a
play
dedicated to the women’s
march to Pretoria in 1956
to protest against pass laws was a huge success
at the Market Theatre and internationally
during 1986.
In February 1986 I was approached by
Thobeka Maqhutyana to join a group of actors
to create a play about black women in the
lower socio-economic group. The actors knew
me well because I had taught them on the
first ever community performing arts training
programme at the Community Arts Project
[CAP] in Cape Town .
The actors had already decided on a working
title Wathint’ Abafazi Wathint’ Imbokodo. We
began work on the play and one of the group
members Itumeleng Wa-Lehulere left for
Johannesburg to work alongside Benjy Francis.
This left Poppy Tsira, Nomvula Qosha, Thobeka
Maqhutyana myself and stage manager Xolani
September to soldier on.
We created the script through improvisation,
research and observation. Our first rehearsal
space was a toilet at St Francis in Langa. Civil
unrest increased and the women felt they could
not take responsibility for my safety as I entered
and exited Langa every day. Luckily we found
a new rehearsal space at the Community Arts
Project (CAP).
The women earned R10 a week and they
had nine children between them but they were
undaunted. They they had a driving vision of
what the play could be and how it could validate
the lives of ordinary black women. They dreamt
of taking the play abroad. We rehearsed daily,
civil unrest increased and a state of emergency
was declared.
KTC, an informal settlement where Nomvula
lived, was on fire she could not come to
rehearsal and we had no way of contacting her.
We were preparing to go to the National Arts
Festival in Grahamstown. Our work was underrehearsed and we were without an actress. After
two weeks Nomvula returned safely to rehearsal
and we left for Grahamstown. We rehearsed
while travelling in the Kombi, we rehearsed in
our rooms.

We were scheduled to have four performances
and we were excited but on the other hand we
also wanted to keep the play under the radar,
banning the play or arresting us was a reality.
We had half a dozen people in the audience
for our first performance the play was all over
the place. The second performance was better,
soon word got round and by the time we did
the final performance, the theatre was packed;
Mannie Manim was in the audience so was
Adrienne Sichel. Everyone was very enthusiastic
about the play.
Mannie Mannim invited us to perform at the
Market Theatre, we were overwhelmed. The
only snag was we had to pay for ourselves to get
to Joburg. We didn’t have the money, shortly
afterwards a woman who saw a performance in
Cape Town was so taken with it that she wrote
a cheque after the performance to cover our
travel expenses.
We arrived at the Market Theatre full of
hope in November 1986. Mannie was waiting
in the foyer to welcome us, he introduced me
to Barney Simon who mentored me for three
days. Barney introduced me to the designer
Sarah Roberts which was the beginning of a
professional relationship which has lasted to
this day. The season at the Market Theatre
n the old Laager was an unmitigated success
the women’s performance exploded out of the
theatre.
Women who marched in 1956 such as Helen
Joseph and Amina Cachalia supported the
play and befriended the actresses. We played
to packed houses and returned to the theatre
upstairs (now the Barney Simon) for another
sold out season in February 1987. Thereafter
the touring in association with the Market
Theatre began, for the next four years we toured
festivals, throughout Europe, USA, Canada and
Australia. Wathint’ became a seminal piece of
South African theatre.
Today as I look back and remember some of
the dark days, I can hear Thobeka’s voice in my
head: “Mfazi you will see we are going to make
it“.”

16 April - 22 April 2018
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National Theatre Live at the
Ramolao Makhene Theatre
Programming details for the popular National Theatre Live Film series.
- Clara Vaughan

T

he Market Theatre Laboratory’s
screenings of National Theatre Live
films have been so popular since
the series was launched at the
Ramolao Makhene Theatre last year.

Follies

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof

Stephen Sondheim’s legendary musical is staged
for the first time at the National Theatre and
broadcast live to cinemas. New York, 1971. There’s
a party on the stage of the Weismann Theatre.
Tomorrow the iconic building will be demolished.
Thirty years after their final performance, the Follies
girls gather to have a few drinks, sing a few songs,
and lie about themselves. Tracie Bennett, Janie
Dee, and Imelda Staunton play the magnificent
Follies in this dazzling new production. Featuring a
cast of 37 and an orchestra of 21, it’s directed by
Dominic Cooke (The Comedy of Errors). Winner
of Academy, Tony, Grammy and Olivier awards,
Sondheim’s previous work includes A Little Night
Music, Sweeney Todd, and Sunday in the Park with
George. Please note this broadcast does not have
an interval. Please note that this performance of
Follies includes strobe lighting.

Date:
Time:
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The programme of screenings for the first
semester of this year has been announced as
following:

Thursday 26 April
13h00
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Tennessee
Williams’
twentieth
century
masterpiece Cat on a Hot Tin Roof played a strictly
limited season in London’s West End in 2017.
Following his smash hit production of A Streetcar
Named Desire, Benedict Andrews’ ‘thrilling revival’
(New York Times) starred Sienna Miller alongside,
Jack O’Connell and Colm Meaney. On a steamy
night in Mississippi, a Southern family gather at
their cotton plantation to celebrate Big Daddy’s
birthday. The scorching heat is almost as oppressive
as the lies they tell. Brick and Maggie dance round
the secrets and sexual tensions that threaten to
destroy their marriage. With the future of the
family at stake, which version of the truth is real –
and which will win out? Please note that the stage
production has an age guidance of 15 and over.
Show image photography Charlie Grey; Production
photography Johan Person.

Date:
Time:

Friday18 May
13h00

16 April - 22 April 2018
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Market Theatre and Pop Art
Theatre go In-Residence
The Market Theatre Laboratory is in its fourth year of an increasingly successful
collaboration with the cutting edge and popular Pop Art Theatre. This year,
students from the Market Theatre Laboratory will present a season of
new productions, The Saga of a City Hermit directed by Monageng ‘Vice’
Motshabi with assistant director Ncumisa Ndimendi and Platitudes directed by
Nondumiso Msimanga
- Clara Vaughan
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W

hen opportunity knocks, the
POPArt Theatre certainly
knows how to answer that
door. Or at least this has been
the case with POPArt’s latest endeavor which
sees the Johannesburg-based theatre and
production company extend its offering to
include a national and international residency
exchange offering. The POPArt Theatre’s
residency exchange will feature an all new
piece developed in collaboration with the
Market Theatre Laboratory.
POPArt’s
first
international
resident,
Christopher D Betts, will be in residence for
the month of April. Christopher is a New York
based Director from Chicago, Illinois. He
received his BFA in Drama with triple honors
from New York University’s Tisch School of
the Arts.
Christopher is the current recipient of the
prestigious Julie Taymor World Theatre
fellowship which provides travel opportunities
for enterprising young theater directors to
immerse themselves in artistic experiences
beyond borders; thereby, expanding their
creative horizons to include previously
undiscovered styles and techniques which
can best be experienced in direct dialogue
and work with creative artists from other
cultures.
During his residency, Christopher will work
with the newly formed Market Theatre

Laboratory’s alumni company, KWASHA!, to
create a work to be staged at the POPArt
theatre at the end of the month. The
production I being developed and rehearsed
at the Windybrow Arts Centre.
The group has already begun a daily
workshopping process to re-imagine
Shakespeare’s A Comedy of Errors in a
modern South African context. The comedy
will also address the notion of conversation
and misunderstandings across borders,
particularly those of America and South
Africa.
The developed piece ERROR SA Comedy will
premiere at POPArt at the end of the month
from 26 - 29 April starring the six young
talents of the KWASHA! theatre company.

ERRORS A Comedy
DATES:
26 - 28 April
29 April		

8pm
3:30pm

POPArt Theatre (286 Fox Street, Maboneng)
Tickets are R 100 per show online.
R 120 at the door.
Tickets are available online at
www.popartcentre.co.za

16 April - 22 April 2018
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LIVE AT THE MARKET
THEATRE …
Make reservations for your visits to the Market Theatre so much easier. With
one glance at the table below you can now see the start and end date for each
production season. For more details about the productions visit the
Market Theatre Foundation website www.markettheatre.co.za,
www.webtickets.co.za or buy your ticket at any Pick ‘n Pay store.
For block bookings call
Anthony Ezeoke at 011 832 1641/083 246 4950 or
Yusrah Bardien at 011 832 1641 (ext 204)
SHOW

MARCH

MAY

JUNE

My Hole My Home - Barney Simon

11

3

The Train Driver - Mannie Manim

4

3

Korapeutic

18

The Gibson Kente Musical
- The John Kani

Platitudes

APRIL
13 - 29

- * POP Art Theatre

19 - 22

In The Blood - Barney Simon

19 - 29

Little One

26 & 28

ERRORS A COMEDY - *POP Art Theatre

26 - 29

Nongogo - Mannie Manim
36
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JULY

15

15

The Gibson Kente Music Tribute
Where Robert Sobukwe, Mirriam Makeba
and Nelson Mandela left an indelible mark in
our imagination, the late Gibson “Bra Gib”
Kente (1932 – 2004) prevalently referred to as
the father of township theatre played an equally
consequential role. Plays like How Long, I Believe
and Too Late amongst many others spoke to
the heart of what indigenous South Africans
experienced under a repressive and foreign
regime.
It is from the townships that legends like
him have influenced the cultural, economic
and political landscape of South Africa and
various parts of the globe. Gibson Kente was
a theatre extraordinaire; he was a director,
producer, playwright, music composer and
choreographer of his own plays. Not only was
he a theatre practitioner but he also contributed
to the education and training space in South
Africa. Being the cardinal storyteller illustrating
black pain, love and aspiration in the time of
Apartheid, it is with great pleasure to announce
that he will be commemorated in a musical

tribute of songs from the plays he produced by
Soweto Theatre in collaboration with Market
Theatre.
Performed by: Billy Langa, Mxolisi and
Siboniso (Soulphiatown), Gugu Mbongwa,
Nobantu Baba, Ntsika Fana Ngxanga,
Thembisile Khumalo, Xoli Bongwana, Paballo
Sithe.
Dates
Friday 13 April –
Sunday 29 April 2018
Time
Tuesday – Saturday - 20:00
Sunday - 15:00
Venue
The John Kani
16 April - 22 April 2018
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PLATITUDES
PLATITUDES is a play on grief, in the style
of physical poetry. It plays with the ways that
grief both moves us and keeps us stuck. It
plays between reality and the necessity of the
imaginary world. PLATITUDES investigates the
need and futility of words in the lunacy of trying
to make sense of the incomprehensible. The
piece uses the real words of real people for its
text. Verbatim, words from interviews, become
the questions posed to its witnesses: what is
grief? PLATITUDES is a work on the vulnerability
of human sanity.
Director Nondumiso Lwazi Msimanga with
Assistant Director, Darlington Khoza, created the
work in collaboration with the cast.
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Dates
Thursday 19 –
Sunday 22 April 2018
Time
Tuesday – Saturday - 20:00
Sunday - 15:00
Venue
POP Art

IN THE BLOOD
The staging of Suzan-Lori Park’s 2000 Pulitzer
nominee play, In the Blood, directed by the
multi-award-winning GREG HOMANN is a
rare chance to see a contemporary classic of
American playwriting.
In the Blood is a modern day riff on The
Scarlet Letter. The acclaimed play tells the story
of Hester La Negrita who is living under an inner
city bridge with her five fatherless children. Her
eldest child is teaching her how to read and
write, but the letter “A” is, so far, the only letter
she knows. While Hester’s kids fill her life with joy
- lovingly comical moments amid the harsh world
of poverty - the adults with whom she comes
into contact only hold her back. Living rough and
having the reputation as a “slut” pushed onto
her, Hester and her kids futures grow dim as the
play moves towards a tragic and devastating
end.

actors, designers, directors, and stage-managers
currently studying at the University of the
Witwatersrand a taste of what it’s like to stage a
play in a fully professional environment.

Dates
Thursday 19 –
Sunday 29 April 2018
Time
Tuesday – Saturday - 20:00
Sunday - 15:00
Venue
The Barney Simon

This partnership between the Wits Theatre
and Market Theatre is now in its fourth year.
The partnership aims to give future professional
16 April - 22 April 2018
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The Little One
The Little One is a true story of a group of
homeless children living on the tough streets of
Durban. An abandoned girl at a train station and
an event that would change their lives forever,
Tshabalira takes us on a journey back to when
he himself was a street child living in Durban.
Interwoven into his story are the experiences and
testimonies of our young cast, who themselves
know the betrayal of family and the daily grind of
poverty to survive.
The Little One performed to full houses at
the National Arts Festival and was awarded
the Adelaide and Oliver Tambo Human Rights
Award for the best production that is exploring
the potential of the arts to advocate for social
change.
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Dates
Thursday 26 April –
Saturday 28 April 2018
Time
Thursday - 19:30
Saturday - 19:30
Venue
The Ramolao Makhene

THE TRAIN DRIVER
Athol Fugard’s inspiration came from a horrific
story about a black woman who, clutching
her three children, killed herself and them by
stepping in front of a train in South Africa’s Cape
Flats. Dramatically, however, the focus is on the
traumatised Afrikaaner train-driver, Roelf, who
feels morally responsible for a similar suicide. So
he goes to a desolate squatter camp, where the
nameless dead are buried, to seek the grave of
the woman who threw herself on to the tracks.
His sole companion is a poor black gravedigger,
Simon, whose shack he shares and to whom he
unburdens his troubled conscience.
Roelf, who is endangering his life by his action,
represents the death-wish of a whole generation,
including white liberals, who have neither
understood nor alleviated the plight of South
Africa’s urban poor. But what is startling is Roelf’s
lack of curiosity about Simon, whose spartan
existence he witnesses.

Charmaine Weir-Smith

Dates
Friday 11 May –
Sunday 03 June 2018
Time
Tuesday – Saturday - 20:00
Sunday - 15:00
Venue
The Mannie Manim

The Train Driver is performed by Dr John Kani
and Dawid Minaar. The production is directed by
16 April - 22 April 2018
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MY HOLE MY HOME
John Moalusi Ledwaba was inspired to write
his play, My Hole My Home, by Phakama
Mbonambi’s article in the Sunday Times in the
early 2000s. The article exposed the plight of
two homeless men, Silence Mninzi and Elijah
Simama, living in two neighbouring holes in
Emma Park in Linden, Johannesburg.
In My Hole My Home, they discuss their past
and present in an attempt to purge themselves
of the hard luck, a scary pattern and tapestry of
misfortunes befalling them in their daily struggle
to make a living and ascertain a future for
themselves.
The play explores their existentialist crisis that is
ridden with complex identities, commodification
of basic human rights historical disadvantage,
religious contradictions and a lack of access to
decent living. Their almost empty life is full of
questions and events that speak to exclusion and
the class cantered system of life. They speak of
diminishing opportunities as life gets calculated
to outlaw the needy and have nots.
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Dates
Friday 11 May –
Sunday 03 June 2018
Time
Tuesday – Saturday - 20:15
Sunday - 15:15
Venue
The Barney Simon

KORApeutic
Joe Makandza a renowned Kora player and
instrument maker brings his latest offering,
Korapuetic, a musical performance to heighten
Johannesburg music lover’s senses with brand
new form of music. Korapuetic was formed when
Joe Makandza worked with doctors in music
therapy session.
Korapuetic explores an eclectic mix of Afrofusion, mbaqanga and a bit of world music.
The infusion of modern instruments, keyboards
and saxophones together with African musical
instruments such as Valiha (from Madagascar)
Mbira (Zimbabwe), Kamale Ngoni and Kora
(Mali) just to name a few.

Dates
Friday 18 May
Time
20:00
Venue
The Ramolao Makhene

Special guests featured alongside Joe
Makhanza include award winning musician
Mbuso Khoza and multi award winner versatile
jazz & gospel musician Nokukhanya Dlamini no
stranger to the Market Theatre stages.

16 April - 22 April 2018
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NONGOGO
Athol Fugard’s Nongogo is a reflective piece
of theatre and has a long history which is part
of the tapestry of South Africa. It is set in the
1950’s vibrant yet turbulent time in the history
of the country. It takes place in a shebeen in
the township that is run by the shebeen queen
known as Queenie. The show has a beautiful hint
of romance that never gets realized at the end.
Queenie falls for Johnny, a travelling salesman
who somehow works his way past her protective
shell, and coaxes her into confiding her longburied secrets to him.
Nongogo, one of Fugard earliest works tells
the tale of displaced township individuals who
are gripped by a futile longing to belong and
be loved. Each character represents a certain
broken-ness, Johnny – the itinerate salesman,
Queenie, the reformed hooker trying to make
good in her new career as a shebeen queen,
Patrick –the tyrant and pimp who is crippled by
his jealousy of Queenie & Johnny’s promising
romance, and Sam, whose physical disabilities
mirrors his broken spirit.
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Performed by: Vusi Kunene, Zikhona Sodlaka,
Peter Mashigo, Bongani Gumede and Zenzo
Ngqobe . Nongogo is directed by James
Ngcobo.

Dates
Friday 15 June –
Sunday 15 July 2018
Time
Tuesday – Saturday - 20:00
Sunday - 15:00
Venue
The Mannie Manim

COMING SOON
16 April - 22 April 2018
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